
a)  Is 'curating' the best word for how exhibitions are managed/arranged/put together?  Behind this 
question is Obrist's contention that the word is out of date considering the fact that people now 'curate' 
everything from their breakfast to their magazines, to their daily routines.  If it is not the best word, 
which word would be a 'best fit'? 
 
I think there's quite a few stages to the exhibition production process which in part involve curating 
(amongst other aspects like site/venue and technical logistics and processes, staffing, fabrication, 
budget, health and safety, strategic rationale, press etc.) and I don't personally believe the word is out 
of date or not fit for purpose in the context of my work in exhibitions. To me, in a practical and very 
simplified sense, the word means the bringing together of objects or happenings with thought and 
intention - so I don't see why people can't curate their breakfast or magazines or why the popularisation 
of the term necessarily means it should now be avoided by art criticism, art education or by art 
institutions. 
 
b)  If you had 3 principles which guided the way exhibitions are curated, which would they be? 
 
Starting and working on any exhibition project, the key things I would need to consider are: 
Audience/People - who will be viewing the displays, what messages and objects are appropriate, what 
is the educational value of content, who is the project for. 
Purpose - the ambitions or strategic goals of stakeholders, commissioning institution, 
artists/collections/archives and indeed the exhibition team 
Perameters - as in establishing the conditions for the project  ie what is the space and what are it's 
limitations and its strengths, or what is the artwork and where should that be situated, access, budget, 
deadlines. 
 
c) In the 'interpretation' of exhibitions, how much information should you give visitors and why? 
 
This is a difficult question and I don't think there is a definitive answer, as it depends very much on the 
space/institution/type of objects and work being exhibited and the nature of the project as a whole. That 
said, it is a really important consideration and can often be overlooked or left until the last minute to 
the detriment of the project and the visitor experience. I think that could be partly why large institutions 
have been investing in posts to purely deal with and shape this element of the process and to address 
accessibility issues. If the venue has a house style or approach, for example the Tate or the V&A, there 
will be a certain baseline level of information required (both for the crediting of the artwork/s or 
artefact/s but also their context) and I imagine that consistency in language and tone is incredibly 
important, especially across displays of disparate art forms and media.  
 
It is about finding a balance between having enough information to facilitate a meaningful engagement 
with the works on display and not overloading audiences, about providing enough context alongside 
the work but not detracting from the artwork itself, and indeed about negotiating the environment and 
the actual technical requirements of the work or installation (eg, lighting the text panel in a dark 
projection room like in Artes Mundi). Many devices can be used for interpretation, wall texts, captions, 
handouts or stapled exhibition guides or exhibition catalogues. It's about finding a formula that aligns 
best with the above key principles of the project. 
 
d) What are your views on private vs public galleries? 
 
This is quite an open question. If by private, you mean selling/commercial galleries, I have experience 
of working in both, and have found it incredibly valuable to learn how both spaces operate and position 
themselves. Until I started working in galleries, this is something I knew very little about and I have 
found it interesting to realise how closely they are entwined and how much impact this has on an 
artist's 'success', visibility and career. Interesting but not surprising I guess, just as artists and art 
dealers have worked together for centuries, commercial and public galleries seem to feed off and 
perpetuate the other and vice versa. The conditions both create together (alongside publishing and 
criticism) can make exhibition programmes and the market predictable and blinkered, and from my 
albeit it limited experience in Cardiff, more and more artists seem to be rejecting the system, working 
outside of it or creating their own frameworks within which they operate. 
 
If wanting to be commercially successful and prolific, just as an actor or an illustrator has an agent, it is 
apparent that a photographer or artist needs to have a commercial agency or gallery, as well as strong 



relationships with local, national or international institutions, publishers and critics. In this case profile 
is the key, and by garnering regular acclaim and opportunities across both private and public sectors an 
artist is able to build a visible profile which allows them to carry on making and gaining funding for 
their work. 
 
As mentioned above, even if commercial 'success' is not important, I still believe presentation or 
'exhibition' is vital to sustaining any arts practice, but that this can be sought beyond the traditional 
private or public 'gallery', be it online, through open house or open studio events, collectives, peer 
networks, community projects, public 'happenings' or live art etc.  
 
e) If you were to choose 1 exhibition which inspired you the most, which would it be & why? 
 
Every exhibition I see influences and shapes my thinking about subjects, artworks and how to approach 
exhibition projects. It is hard to pin point one in particular, so I'm going to focus on what I've seen last 
year.  
I would say the most important exhibition I saw, to me, was the Dorothea Lange retrospective 
exhibition at the Barbican, Politics of Seeing - I loved it for how it enabled me to rediscover a female 
photographer who I was aware of but had a limited knowledge of and also to see the Farm Security 
Administration project from a perspective and practice aside from that of Walker Evans. This was an 
exhibition driven by new research into the context of Lange's practice and how her photographs 
functioned in the world at a very particular time in history. Rather than presenting a folio as purely 
framed works, as usually seen in print auctions, sales fairs or commercial galleries, here photographs 
were displayed alongside printed matter, letters, books, test prints, magazine tear sheets etc. 
 
Essentially it was more of a museum approach to an exhibition, using artefacts and historical research 
to convey a broader interpretation of the images themselves. As visitors we were able to get a sense of 
how Lange approached her work and moved through projects, how her work came to be seen by the 
press and public and for example, in regard to the FSA work, how important her relationship with 
novelist John Steinbeck was. It was an example of how such an approach can enable viewers to better 
understand how bodies of photographic work are informed and formed, and goes some way to 
acknowledging and reflecting on the wider socio-political landscape, markets and concerns which 
inevitably shaped the work then and all subsequent readings of it since. 
 
The design of the exhibition was minimal and stripped back, yet completely 
considered. There were gaps in the temporary painted mdf walls which 
revealed the untreated, wooden baton support structure beneath and allowed 
some sort of spatial connection between the separate rooms and walkways. 
In this way, the design alluded to everything I've mentioned above, the 
revealing of a framework and process behind what is usually deemed as 
being a fully formed, complete visual idea or identity. 
 
	


